At the dusk of life
May 24 – 28, 2017
Advanced course in Craniosacral Biodynamics
with Kavi Gemin and Bhadrena C. Tschumi Gemin

In this advanced course we will look at how the biodynamic principles support
individuals and their families in the last years of life, through terminal illness
and in the final transition towards death.
Contents
Cultivating the inner state of the practitioner
Exploring how to be with the departing person
Accessing the forces of health, in the most difficult circumstances
Specific issues related to old age
Relating to the family
Supporting transitions
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Biodynamics is based on the recognition of the forces of life expressed
through matter.
It is about understanding and cooperating with the natural laws, to support
harmony within the whole allowing health to orchestrate the functions of the
body.
Suffering is part of the human condition, in our practice we are challenged to
maintain orientation towards health and the inherent intelligence of the body
even in the most difficult and painful circumstances.
When we are confronted with the great challenges of life, such as
degenerative or terminal illnesses, senility and old age or the inevitable
transition to death, we are confronted with the impermanence of the body.
These are the situations in which Biodynamics truly shines.
The biodynamic practitioner uses the hands to connect with the inherent
health and to reestablish the wholeness of the person. When something
comes to wholeness it heals.
A person can have a terminal illness and achieve healing. They can realize a
state of harmony and full connection with Health, even thought their body is
wasting away towards death.
Is it conceivable that a person is dying as a whole in harmony, peaceful and
beautiful, rather than in pieces and suffering?
In this course we will pay particular attention to one of the most important
transitions, death.
To connect with the ever present health, allows us to engage states of
stillness and presence that connect us to divine forces, reminding us that
each individual is much more than just the body.
The tide was present before our birth, it accompanies through life and will be
there after death.
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Information
The course is taught in English with Spanish translation
th

th

Date:

May 24

- 28 2017

Place:

The course is residential in nature and silence: near
Manresa, 1 hour drive from Barcelona

Teachers:

Kavi Gemin, MT, RCST , BCST, SEP, Osteopath
®
Bhadrena C. Tschumi Gemin, MA, RCST , BCST, SEP

Certified hours:

38hrs.

®

Start:

24/5 at 10h am

End:

28/5 at 3:30h pm

Pre-requisites:

Completion of a foundation training in the craniosacral
method

Course information:
Information room and board:
Registrations and room reservation

Instituto Español de Biodinámica Craneosacral
Av Diagonal 329, E/1, 08009 Barcelona España
Ph.+34 678454931- +34 934591069
cristinaratti@craneosacral.info
www.biodinamicacraneosacral.org

Contact teachers

ICSB, International Institute for Craniosacral Balancing
Ländlistr. 119, CH-3047 Bremgarten, Switzerland
info@icsb.ch
www.icsb.ch

®
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